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in doing so he does not predicate that what is thus let out is separated
from Brahma, which is designated its cause. Like Sir William
Hamilton, the Veddntin recognises an identity of existence in the
effect and its cause—between causatum and causa. The effect is
always latent in the cause; the cause is identical with effect, Tcdrya
Mr ana abJieda. What Brahma manifests on itself as an activity was
what, potentially, was contained in it1.
The becoming many, says Shankar, does not relate to other things
as in the case of begetting a son. The becoming many is by mani-
festation in name and form of that which existed in it, but in its mi-
manifested condition. When the name and form, which exist in it un-
manif^sted, unfold, then the name and form unfold in all situations,
without abandoning their original nature and without being divided
from Brahma, either in space or in time; and this manifestation
of name and form is the Brahma's becoming many2.
The Indian Veddnta is not unique m its theory of Emanation. It
found favour with some of the most eminent Christian philosophers
and German mystics ; the names of Thomas Aquinas, Eckhart, Tauler,
for instance, may be mentioned in this connection. And though this
theory is inconsistent with Hebraic cosmogony as given in the Boob
of Genesis, it seems in no way incompatible with the spirit of the
New Testaments.
The Indian Veddntin repudiates  fche unscientific conception of
creation, which implies, first, a creation out of nothing, and, secondly
the separation of the Creator from His creation, and which, thirdly,
in this implication, leaves unexplained the organic growth and devel-
opment of the Universe.
The Veddntins, especially those who advocate the theory of Ema-
nation or Evolution (parindm), maintain (what science has also proved)
that nature is not created, but begotten with the elements of life and
growth, inherent in it, no external impulses being necessary for its
development. The whole cosmos is a living organism—one life pervad-
1 Ved.Sutr.,11, 1, 15-20.             of Plotinus by Edward Caird, see " Evol.
3 See Taitt. Up., II, 6. Madras Trans- Greek ^eo1-/' PP- 253-7; where Dr. Caird
lafcion, pp. 167-8. The objection, that appears to be unnecessarily severe in his
such a conception is out and out panth- cnticisixL
eistic, is  answered below.   For a    s See Max Mliller's ' Thoosophy   or
discussion o-C the question of one and Psychological Religion," pp. 296-7.
many in connection with the philosophy

